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Abstract: The integration of clickers in Higher Education settings has proved to be particularly
useful for enhancing motivation, engagement and performance; for developing cooperative or
collaborative tasks; for checking understanding during the lesson; or even for assessment purposes.
This paper explores and exemplifies three uses of Socrative, a mobile application specifically designed
as a clicker for the classroom. Socrative was used during three sessions with the same group of
first-year University students at a Faculty of Education. One of these sessions—a review lesson—was
gamified, whereas the other two—a collaborative reading activity seminar, and a lecture—were not.
Ad-hoc questionnaires were distributed after each of them. Results suggest that students welcome the
use of clickers and that combining them with gamification strategies may increase students’ perceived
satisfaction. The experiences described in this paper show how Socrative is an effective means of
providing formative feedback and may actually save time during lessons.

Keywords: Socrative; gamification; clickers; English language teaching; Higher Education;
formative feedback

1. Introduction

Clickers have become a very common tool in educational contexts since they offer several
advantages while increasing students’ interest. They are Personal Response Systems (PRS) that provide
instant feedback and can be used in the classroom to assess students’ opinions, to encourage interaction
or just to keep attention during long lectures. Clickers are especially useful when working with large
groups to make teachers aware of students’ pace in content acquisition and comprehension. Apart from
PRS hardware such as remote devices, different applications have been designed to function as clickers,
as BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) practice [1], which makes the experience easier to carry out in most
educational contexts where tablets, PCs or smartphones are not scarce among students.

Many scholars highlight the increase in motivation and interactivity in the classroom with
the implementation of PRSs [2]. Technology use usually correlates with an increase in student
engagement [3] and, in fact, these tools can be a successful way to increase students’ performance
while engaging them in the learning process [4–6].

Real-time responses ensure an interactive atmosphere between peers and with the teacher.
Consequently, students can benefit from the advantages of immediate “formative feedback” [7],
which is one of the main assets of these tools.

The clicker used for the experiences described in this paper was Socrative, a mobile application
created to provide educational support through a real-time question/answer system. Our main aim
was to design different sessions where Socrative could be implemented to enhance University students’
learning outcomes in a course on English Language and its Didactics.

Some weaknesses -regarding both linguistic and methodological contents- were detected among
our students. This application was suitable to design specific lesson plans offering our students different
learning opportunities to overcome these shortcomings. Furthermore, our study aimed to address the
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relevance of clickers for each of the sessions and to check whether students noticed an improvement in
the teaching-learning process, especially regarding the problems that were tackled in each session.
One of the sessions incorporated Socrative to a cooperative review game, while the other two sessions
(a lecture and a collaborative reading task) did not include gamified elements, this fact enabled further
comparison between sessions with game-based and non-game-based support. The three uses have
been examined and analyzed separately with the assistance of independent anonymous questionnaires
after each session.

The exploration of the uses of Socrative here described may let teachers know some of the functions
that this tool can fulfil in the classroom. The methodological proposals described might be of special
interest for other language teachers, although, regardless of the discipline, they could be replicated in
any higher education setting. From a research perspective, the main question addressed in this study
arose from the fact that clickers, as discussed under next section, have sometimes been regarded as a
way of gamification per se. We aimed at checking whether their sheer use, without either adding any
proper gamification elements or turning to the gamification elements many of them offer, was enough
for the perceived satisfaction to equate that of a gamified experience.

This paper starts with an up-to-date state-of-the-art review on clickers and gamification (Section 2),
and then moves on to a description of Socrative itself. Section 4 offers three replicable examples of how
this clicker may be used in Higher Education settings to promote interactivity and multidirectional
formative feedback. Our quantitative research methodology is explained in Section 5, its results are
represented in Section 6 and further discussed in Section 7, and finally the conclusion closes the article
by summarizing the main findings, contributing to answer our research question.

2. Related Work

This section explores previous work describing different experiences with clickers and how they
are related to gamification theories.

2.1. Clickers

Clickers have become very common tools in educational contexts. PRSs were already available
as remote control devices at the turn of the century [8], these offered students a chance to have a
more active role in the classroom. This wireless technology is still productive in classrooms and
research [9,10]. In the last decade several mobile applications that can be used as clickers have
proliferated, such as Kahoot, Socrative, Quizlet or Quizziz, to name just a few. Their availability as
(in most cases) free tools for both teachers and students facilitate their incorporation into everyday
classroom practice, especially in Higher Education contexts. Comparisons between remote devices
and BYODs reveal no major differences when using either for the same purpose [11].

Several review articles focusing on existing literature on clicker use in different disciplines
highlight the main areas of concern in the studies under observation. Thus, Keough [12] notices eight
main aspects, all of them with positive results: actual performance, satisfaction, perceived performance,
attention span, attendance, participation, feedback and ease of use. Similarly, Boscardin and Penuel [13]
summarize the types of outcomes reported in previous studies in four major areas, two of them
with contrasted positive outcomes, namely learner engagement and peer instruction/interaction and
discourse opportunity, while the remaining two, knowledge gain and formative assessment, would
still pose some challenges for scholars. A more recent review article [14] observes the following
themes as the most relevant ones in the majority of studies it analyzes: Engagement, participation,
learning experience, performance, satisfaction, feedback, attendance and attitude. Although most
studies notice these factors as advantages of clickers, a few of them regard them as disadvantages in
their particular contexts.

The literature records a wide catalogue of uses of clickers in the classroom, which can be easily
implemented for different purposes. Some methodological approaches include the development
of cooperative or collaborative learning strategies, which can enhance collaborative learning
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environments [5,6,15]. Success in the application of this approach could be related to some of
the advantages mentioned, since, as noted by some scholars, students’ enjoyment of activities using
PRSs contributes to their active participation in collaborative learning [16]. On the other hand, the
use of mobile applications in collaborative learning may bring about potential handicaps such as
distraction and consequent disengagement [17]. Another caveat of using clickers for multiple-choice
tasks in collaborative learning concerns the avoidance of pure guessing, not easily solved with penalties
for guessing [18].

Different types of assessment can resort to clickers in order to make it less time-consuming both
for teachers and students. One of them is formative assessment, which is usually related to how the
feedback provided to students is used to improve the teaching-learning process and the acquisition of
contents. Benefits of feedback for formative assessment are well attested [19], however, this type of
assessment is often challenging when teachers need to check understanding during the lesson, and
especially in large groups [20], and it can be also difficult to involve students in the feedback process [21].
Formative feedback through clickers increases students’ awareness of content understanding while
providing them with a sense of active participation [20,22]. Conversely, many of the benefits in large
groups might not be generalizable to smaller groups [23].

Another related function of clickers can be live peer-assessment in the classroom, after oral
presentations for instance [24]. Students learn to give more objective marks when they use clickers for
this purpose repeatedly, and in large groups there are no significant differences between marks given
by peers and teachers over time [25].

Some simpler tools and materials, such as cards with Plickers, could be used for similar assessing
purposes, however, applications like Socrative simplify formative assessment to a greater extent since
immediate feedback can be included for each question or the teacher can decide how to provide it
depending on real-time results. Additionally, they enable the recording of data from students’ answers
(named or anonymous) so teachers can still go back to questions that have posed more difficulties.

Clickers are also suggested as a support to classroom innovative approaches, as in the case of
flipped or blended classroom environments [26–29]. These tools could be used in different ways
in those contexts, as individual or group assessment tools before, during or after the class [28].
Students favor the introduction of clickers in flipped learning, and positive effects concern an increase
in both engagement and performance [29].

Although clickers have been more commonly used in so-called “hard sciences” [12], they have
been also tested in English language teaching in different contexts and for varied purposes. These tools
increase engagement and content comprehension [30,31], they can contribute to enhancing the
learning experience in writing courses [32–34], they help increase peer discussion and metacognitive
awareness on English language learning [35] and enhance the above-mentioned flipped classroom
methodology [26,29].

Previous studies have also made use of Socrative with future Pre-School or Primary School
teachers [36–39], who can thus benefit from experiencing as learners some methodological approaches
they will be able to apply in their professional practice.

2.2. Gamification

The gamified strategies that can be introduced when using clickers represent one of their most
engaging features. Several experts consider the use of these devices in the classroom as gamified
activities [29,40,41] or even define them as gamification tools [42,43], as their methodological use may
turn a lecture into a game.

One of the earliest definitions of gamification applied to education regards it as “a careful and
considered application of game thinking to solving problems and encouraging learning using all the
elements of games that are appropriate” [44] (pp. 15–16). Motivation and engagement are commonly
mentioned as the main advantages of applying gamification features to the classroom practice [45–47].
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These benefits are usually associated to the novelty of the tools and the techniques used, but positive
effects, although to a lesser extent, are still present after novelty wears out [48].

Gaming in education and gamification have often been associated to mobile learning [39,49–51]
and online environments [52–54] although simpler arrangements could be applied with or without the
need of any technology. Most frequent gamification strategies are points, badges and leaderboards,
which are easy to adapt to most classroom activities [44,47,55]. Points are given after students’ right
answers and they can be made public or not, depending on our learning aims. Similarly, badges can be
provided as a reward for a special achievement. When any of these is made public, leaderboards can be
used to show students’ performance as compared to others. Gamified activities with clickers usually
resort to points and leaderboards, which are provided by applications like Socrative or Kahoot [29,48].

Other techniques that can be implemented in the classroom include time restrictions, such as
countdowns which can also be introduced in competitive games and can be useful for classroom
management purposes. Countdown timers are available in Kahoot quizzes and also in Socrative paid
versions. More complex features such as avatars, progress bars or levels are linked to the use of online
platforms. Teachers should be cautious when using strategies that can affect students’ performance
such as penalties or countdowns [55].

Gamified experiences using clickers in Higher Education are abundant, many of them relate to the
use of the tool during lectures [56], either at specific times of the year when given contents need to be
reinforced [42] or for longer periods during which clickers are used at every lecture [48]. Clickers can
be used to support different kinds of games in the classroom given their quiz-format, and they may
thus become a platform for playing (board)games, such as content revision games, or they can assist
more specific activities, as an “ask the audience” lifeline or even polling or voting for different options,
for instance to choose the best answer. Teachers can obtain both individual and whole-class reports
containing students’ answers.

The rules of the games should be clearly stated at the beginning of each activity providing
students with some examples of the tasks or questions in case dynamics are complex. The design of
games for educational purposes should take into account several elements, such as the methodological
framework, how the game should be adapted to the learning needs or to the context. Teachers are
usually aware whether competitive or collaborative strategies work in a given group and therefore
activities should include gamified elements that create a positive atmosphere and contribute to make
students feel comfortable while having an active role in their learning.

3. Socrative

Socrative is a mobile app that offers different Teacher and Student versions. In this section we
will focus on how teachers can use it. In order to start using it with our students, we must register
on www.socrative.com [57]. We will have to choose between signing up for the free plan or paying
a fee for one of the two so-called “pro” plans which Socrative has offered since 2017—one for K-12
teachers and one for Higher Education. The free version allows us to work with 1 room, 50 students
and 1 activity at a time, whereas the pro plans allow us to use 10 rooms and up to 10 activities at once.
The Higher Education version admits up to 150 students per session.

Once we have registered, we can download the application onto our mobile device or use it from
a computer. A classroom code will always appear at the top of the screen. We will have to give this
code to our students so they can “attend” our session. The free version only offers one classroom per
account, whose default code we can modify or simplify before giving it to our students.

Socrative offers a wide range of possibilities to create tasks: Different ways of managing the
activity (teacher paced or students working at their own pace, questions appearing in a pre-established
or random order), combining different types of questions (true/false, multiple choice, short answer)
and inserting an image for each question. There is no limit to the number of questions per activity or
quiz. It also allows us to store our quizzes and share them with other teachers, a very useful option
when we want to carry out a simultaneous session in different rooms.

www.socrative.com
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Combining the Teacher-Paced mode (the teacher launches questions and controls from his/her
screen what students see) and the “How’d we do?” option allows the teacher to easily visualize
students’ performance from his/her mobile device or computer—how many students have answered,
what they have answered, the percentages of right and wrong answers, etc. As wrong answers appear
in red and right ones in green, we are able to spot difficulties at a single glance and provide students
with immediate formative feedback, which is particularly useful when working with numerous groups,
where participation may otherwise be limited.

Other Socrative options may also be very interesting: “Space Race” to organize competitive
group quizzes; “Quick Question” to launch questions during the lesson and receive every student’s
immediate answer; “Create Quiz” to create our own Quiz; “My Quizzes” to reuse already created ones;
“Import Quiz” to use quizzes previously uploaded by other teachers. Finally, the option “Exit Ticket”
allows teachers to get feedback from students at the end of a lesson.

As mentioned above, Socrative can also be used for assessment purposes. After a session, we can
receive an Excel report on our email account. This shows each student or group’s answers for each
question. In smaller groups, teachers can send each of their students individual pdfs including questions
and their own answers, which can be used for reviewing or recording purposes. Another possibility
would be to print our Socrative activity and hand it out as a traditional test in the classroom.

4. Socrative for the University Classroom: Three Examples

4.1. Participants

We aim to compare three experiences where Socrative was used during the same academic year
and with the same participants: 68 first-year University students from the Degree in Pre-School
Teaching, enrolled in an English Language and its Didactics course at the Faculty of Education in
Toledo, University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain. The number of those who completed questionnaires
varied for each activity: n = 52 (Activity 1); n = 46 (Activity 2); n = 44 (Activity 3). Our objective with
this course is dual. On the one hand, students reach an intermediate or B1 level of English [58]. On the
other hand, they learn how to teach this language to Pre-School pupils. The way students are grouped
varies depending on the type of session. The 68 students are together in the classroom for two-hour
plenary sessions, whereas they are subdivided in smaller groups for one-hour seminars.

4.2. Experiences

Socrative teacher-paced quizzes were designed and implemented as formative assessment tools
for different methodological purposes: Two of them did not include any gamified element other than
the use of the clicker (i.e. a collaborative reading task in the first experience and checking understanding
after theoretical explanations during a lecture in the second) while the third one (a content review
cooperative game which had been purposely designed for a whole session) was game-based. In all cases,
activities were designed to grant simultaneous participation of all the students in the classroom, which
was possible with the aid of Socrative. Table 1 summarizes the main features of the three experiences.
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Table 1. Main features of the three Socrative sessions.

Sessions

Description Collaborative Reading Task Lecture Cooperative Review Game

Gamification strategies No No Yes

Type of session Seminar Plenary Seminar

Respondents 52 46 44

Main methodology Collaborative learning Theoretical explanations Cooperative learning

Group distribution Small groups (3 members) Pairs or small groups (3 members) Small groups (4–5 members)

Teaching objectives

To promote reading skills
through practice

To raise awareness on
reading strategies

To check understanding
after explanations

To review contents at the end
of a unit/semester

Socrative option Teacher-paced quiz Quick Question Teacher-paced quiz

4.2.1. Activity 1: Collaborative Reading

Current pedagogic trends, like the communicative approach or even CLIL, tend to focus on other
skills—namely oral—to the detriment of reading, which may moreover be perceived as time-consuming
and difficult to fit in by teachers feeling syllabus pressure.

Students’ capacity to concentrate on horizontal reading has been limited by vertical reading
strategies resulting from screen reading habits. We fully agree that “Internet technology has had a
significant impact upon reading strategies, resulting in a need to reshape our thinking about classroom
reading practice” [59] (p. 662).

Having noticed (in previous years) not only that our students were apathetic about the reading
skill, but also that their reading exam results were worryingly poor, we decided to look for original
ways to encourage their interest on a skill that they found difficult.

Profiting from the 400th anniversaries of Shakespeare and Cervantes in 2016, we designed
a collaborative reading task regarding both authors: we selected a compilation of online texts
dealing with Cervantes and Shakespeare commemorations. All texts were real materials, not adapted,
carefully chosen to guarantee that complexity was not excessive for B1 level students. As noted
by other scholars [60], real texts can be used with different proficiency levels for tasks that require
different reading skills, as scanning or skimming [61]. Based on these texts and bearing in mind the
most common formats of reading exam questions, both true/false and multiple choice questions were
produced, designing them in such a way that students could practice reading techniques (scanning,
skimming or intensive reading) they usually need to solve reading exam questions.

Although the reading skill is normally practiced individually (collaborative methodology is more
often linked to writing [62]), we made students work in groups of three to allow them to share their
reading techniques with their peers and to notice the different reading strategies they should use
depending on text and question types.

During a one-hour seminar, students had to answer 14 questions regarding 9 different texts,
which were variable in length depending on the reading type that was necessary to solve each question.
Each group of three students received a printed copy of the 9 texts. Questions were projected, one at a
time and together with a time limit, using a PowerPoint presentation. The same questions together
with their possible answers were only available for students on the Socrative session -only one per
group—they accessed from their mobile devices. After having read the text and while it was still in
front of them, students had time to debate and choose an answer, which made them explain and justify
their choice to their group mates, activating their metacognitive strategies: It was not just a matter of
doing the task; students were also reflecting on how they were doing it.

Data provided by Socrative enabled us to check -more reliably than classroom and exam
observation-which strategies were more difficult for our students. We were also able to immediately
tackle these problems insisting on how different text types should be approached by means of different
reading strategies.
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4.2.2. Activity 2: Lecture

The syllabus for this course includes a specific section on teaching English to very young learners
which comprises legislation, teaching materials and methodologies, and language learning theoretical
approaches. These contents are usually taught during two-hour lectures. Drawing from experience,
challenges in these long theoretical sessions regard both lecturers and students. The former may
find it difficult to detect whether explanations are enough or whether students have understood all
the topics and concepts explained, and with large groups it is not easy to know when students are
paying attention. For the latter, problems include keeping attention during long periods of time or
distinguishing the level of importance of different contents seen during the session.

We decided to use Socrative during a plenary lecture to reinforce certain contents which had
obtained poor exam results in the subject in previous years. In order to do so, contents were divided
into blocks of similar length. Questions were posed after each block with the “Quick Question” option
in Socrative. Students were asked to work in pairs or groups of three so that they could discuss the
questions and the possible answers. They were given some time to decide and enter their definite
answer. In this way, attention was promoted and the lecturer could easily verify if students had
grasped the main ideas of the session. For those questions that got a few incorrect replies, immediate
feedback was provided with new explanations and examples, thus guaranteeing a new chance for
students with difficulties.

Using the “Quick Question” option during a plenary lecture was not time consuming. Other than
carefully selecting the contents we wanted to emphasize and thinking of the questions we would ask
our group -which we would have had to do anyway when planning a session without Socrative- there
was nothing to prepare beforehand. The actual questions were written on the board during the lesson
and students answered them from their mobile devices, which turned out much more effective than
the lecturer just asking the whole group if they had understood.

4.2.3. Activity 3: Cooperative Review Game

With the aim of helping students to keep up with contents and to discriminate the most relevant
ones, review lessons are planned several times a year, usually at the end of units or, as in this case,
at the end of the semester. They are announced in advance and students are asked to revise for them.
This session took place just before the Christmas break. It combined Socrative with a cooperative
learning gamified system already described in a previous work [63].

A Socrative teacher-paced quiz consisting of 35 multiple-choice questions was used to review
main language contents seen during the first semester (grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, etc.).
Multiple-choice questions are included in the Use of English part of the final exam for this subject,
so these review games are an enjoyable way for our students to become familiar with a format they
will have to face at the end of the year.

All questions were linked to The Jolly Christmas Postman [64], a classic and interactive picture
book which is very rich in references to children’s literature (fairy tales and nursery rhymes) as well as
cultural content regarding Christmas celebrations in the English-speaking world.

Students worked cooperatively in teams of 4 members. They used one mobile device per team.
At the beginning of the lesson, to ensure participation of every member, each team received an identical
set of four color stickers to distribute so that each member had a different color. We started reading the
book together, stopping to ask quiz questions (like how a certain word is pronounced, for example).
When a question was launched, teams were given a set time for in-group discussion, but a certain
member (color indicated by the lecturer) was in charge of entering the answer on Socrative each time.
Answers were checked, awarding teams a point for each correct answer, updating a simple leaderboard
on the wall and providing immediate formative feedback if mistakes had arisen.

This game combined thus English children’s literature with purely linguistic aims. These future
Pre-School teachers discovered and manipulated an interactive picture book and competed in a
gamified way, collaborating with their team to gain points towards a symbolic prize.
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5. Methodology

Ad-hoc quantitative questionnaires were designed considering relevance, logical sequence and
distinctness of each item in order to gather students’ feedback on each session for our teaching purposes.
They were discussed with two experienced lecturers and researchers in the Department. They were
then piloted with another group of students in the same subject during the previous academic year,
with whom the understanding of each question was orally checked. A few questions were removed
and others were consequently modified taking into account feedback both from students and lecturers,
thus clarifying some questions which may have been confusing for respondents or not specific or
simple enough.

In total, participants completed three anonymous questionnaires on paper, which were distributed
to them one immediately after each session. In order to make them comparable, and although each
questionnaire focused on different aspects so as to gather information on the most relevant issues of
the activity for our purposes, some 4-item Likert-scale (0 = not at all; 3 = very much) questions on the
usefulness of the application for the different sessions remained identical.

6. Results

6.1. Overall Results

This section offers an account of the responses to the different ad-hoc questionnaires with tables
detailing questions and mean scores for the responses. Distributions of responses to each question
are further provided in boxplot figures generated using the R statistics and graphics programme.
Questions with the highest and lowest means are discussed more in detail.

Table 2 shows the questions included in the questionnaire for the collaborative reading task
together with the mean score of the responses.

Table 2. Collaborative reading: questions and mean scores.

Questions Mean Score

1. This task was useful to understand that each type of question implies a different type
of reading. 2.17

2. This task was a useful training to find answers in a text more quickly. 2.63

3. This task helped me to realize that I can answer questions about a text without
understanding everything it says. 2.37

4. The time limit for each question helped me to find the information I was looking for
more quickly. 1.85

5. Socrative made the task more enjoyable than traditional reading tasks. 2.69

6. The use of Socrative seemed appropriate for this type of task (brief readings, battery
of short questions, multiple choice, etc.) 2.71

7. The use of Socrative seemed appropriate to work in small groups. 2.65

8. Working in a group during this reading task enabled me to notice the strategies used
by my classmates. 2.21

Means broadly suggest a good acceptance of the activity and the use of the tool. As for the
highest scores, as shown in Table 2, Question 6, which concerns the appropriateness of Socrative for
the type of task, obtains the highest mean score, and, as observed from the boxplot in Figure 1, the
distribution of the responses is placed exclusively on the top end of the scale. Similarly, Questions 5
and 7, which obtain very high means, receive similar homogenous high distributions except for some
outliers; they regard the perceived enjoyment of the task as compared to a traditional one and the
appropriateness of the tool to work in small groups.
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On the contrary, Question 4 receives the lowest average score, and shows also a greater variability in
its distribution. This question concerned duration of the task, since a time limit had been established for
reading each text, which meant a restraint for students who need more time to process the information.

The remaining questions (1, 2, 3 and 8), which involved reading strategies, show similar
distributions and also obtained high mean scores. In increasing order, Question 1 (2.17), on the
usefulness of the task to differentiate reading strategies, Question 8 (2.21) on the metacognitive
awareness of reading strategies and Question 3 (2.37) on the awareness of reading task completion and
finally Question 2 (2.63) on the usefulness of the activity as reading practice.
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2. This task helped me to keep attention during the lesson. 2.17

3. This task helped me to see which contents are the most relevant in the syllabus. 2.33

4. This task helped me to better remember the aspects we have been asked about. 2.43

5. Socrative made the task more enjoyable than a lesson consisting only of
theoretical explanations. 2.83

6. The use of Socrative seemed appropriate for this type of task (quick answer). 2.62

7. The use of Socrative seemed appropriate to make all students’ participation
more dynamic. 2.70

8. I would like to use this type of tool more often in theoretical lessons. 2.83
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As can be gathered from Table 3, means are remarkably high for this session, and as shown in
Figure 2, most of the observations are placed again on the top end of the scale. Highest mean scores
are found in Questions 5 and 8. Question 5, which asks respondents about the perceived enjoyment of
the task, is further commented on in Section 6.2. Question 8 concerns the desirable frequency of using
Socrative in lectures, and the homogenous distribution in Figure 2 highlights students’ agreement in
favor of a more regular use of the tool.

The lowest mean score corresponds to Question 2, on the use of Socrative as an asset to keep
attention. Although this was one of the features we aimed to tackle during the session, it was not
felt among the most salient advantages of the app. Similar distributions are found in Questions
3, on ranking content relevance (further discussed in Section 6.2) and 4, on the recall gains from
using Socrative.

As for the remaining Questions (1, 6 and 7), they obtain high mean scores: Question 1 (2.50), on
the usefulness to check own understanding, shows a slight different distribution, with a lower median,
while Questions 6 (2.62) and 7 (2.70), on the appropriateness of Socrative for the type of task and for
increasing dynamic participation, show similar high score distributions.
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Table 4 shows the questions included in the questionnaire for the cooperative review game
together with the mean score of the responses.

Responses to the third session gathered the highest overall means of the three activities. As shown
in Figure 3, the distribution of the responses is more evidently observed on the top end of the scale.
The highest mean scores correspond to Questions 6, on the appropriateness of Socrative for the task;
7, on the appropriateness of the tool to work in small groups; and 5, on the perceived enjoyment of
using Socrative as compared to more traditional review lessons. These three Questions, which are
further discussed in Section 6.2, show similar uniform distributions as reflected in Figure 3. In contrast,
Question 4, on the usefulness of time limits, received the lowest mean score, as was the case with the
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equivalent Question in the collaborative reading task. The distribution is similar to that of Question 3,
on the usefulness of the tool to rank contents according to relevance, further discussed in Section 6.2.

The remaining Questions (1, 2 and 8) concerned the purposes of the session and they also obtained
high mean scores: Question 1 (2.43), on the usefulness to check own level, shows a lower median than
Questions 2 (2.61), on the usefulness of the tool for reviewing contents, and 8 (2.68), on the cooperative
learning methodology, with similar distributions.

Table 4. Cooperative review game: Questions and mean scores.

Questions Mean Score

1. The task helped me to be aware of my own level. 2.43

2. This task helped me to consolidate the contents (grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation) seen during the semester. 2.61

3. The activity helped me to see which contents are the most relevant in
the syllabus. 2.34

4. The time limit for each question helped me to find the information I was
looking for more quickly. 2.25

5. Socrative made the task more enjoyable than traditional review tasks/lessons. 2.84

6. The use of Socrative seemed appropriate for this type of task (battery of short
questions, multiple choice, etc.). 2.89

7. The use of Socrative seemed appropriate to work in small groups. 2.86

8. When working in a group during this review activity, it was useful to agree the
answers with my classmates. 2.68
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6.2. Comparisons between Socrative Uses

After each session where Socrative was used, participants were questioned about whether this
clicker had rendered the task enjoyable. As shown in Question 5 in Tables 2–4, the usage of the software
was similarly appreciated for all three activities. The game-based session got the highest average score
(2.84) followed by the lecture (2.83), and the collaborative reading task (2.69), though ANOVA test
revealed no statistically significant differences between group means (F(2,139) = 1.37, p = 0.26), and
distributions shown in Figure 4 are alike.
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tasks (ii) a lesson consisting only of theoretical explanations (iii) traditional review tasks/lessons”.

The other question which was common to all three questionnaires focused on the appropriateness
of Socrative for each of the tasks. As shown in Question 6 in Tables 2–4, the highest mean score
corresponds to the cooperative review game (2.89), and the use of Socrative was also deemed appropriate
for the collaborative reading task (2.71) and the lecture (2.62). There were statistically significant
differences between group means as determined by one-way ANOVA (F(2,138) = 3.46, p = 0.03).
Differences concerned the game-based activity, as t-tests showed significance between this activity and
both the reading (p = 0.03) and the lecture sessions (p = 0.004), while there is no significance between
non-gamified sessions (p = 0.18), which show similar distributions in Figure 5.
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readings, battery of short questions, multiple choice, etc. (ii) quick answer; (iii) battery of short
questions, multiple choice, etc.”.

As explained above, two of the sessions were used to review contents, in the lecture students
were asked about the topics just explained during the class, while in the cooperative review game the
revision comprehended all the contents seen during the semester. In both cases the questionnaires
included a Question (3) regarding the usefulness of the activity to notice which contents were more
relevant. The two activities show very similar means (2.33 for the lecture and 2.34 for the cooperative
review game), and similar distributions, as observed in Figure 6, with no statistically significant
differences between group means with an ANOVA test (F(1,88) = 0.01, p = 0.91). There are almost no
variations in the extent to which students perceived the task to be a useful means of discriminating the
most relevant contents in the subject.
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Figure 6. Responses to the question “The activity helped me to see which contents are/have been the
most relevant”.

Finally, after sessions where participants had worked in small collaborative groups, they were
questioned about the appropriateness of Socrative to work in such groups. As evidenced in Question 7
in Tables 2 and 4, means are higher for the game-based activity (2.86) than for the non-game-based
one (2.65) but ANOVA test revealed no statistical significance (F(1,94) = 3.19, p = 0.08), and, in fact,
distributions are similar, as Figure 7 shows.
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7. Discussion

The three experiences described in this paper confirm that Socrative can be used in very varied
classroom situations, as noted by other scholars, including collaborative or cooperative learning
environments [5,6,15], lectures [20,22,40] and gamified settings [41–43]. The mere introduction of
BYOD practice undoubtedly attracts students’ curiosity and attention [48,51], but its immediate and
time-saving nature is probably its biggest asset. Our experience proved that using Socrative does
not necessarily increase lesson preparation time. Even when it does, we consider it worthy of time
investment because using this clicker will actually make lessons more efficient, as we saw with the
“Quick Question” option. Socrative guarantees immediate and multidirectional feedback, which helps
both lecturers to check content acquisition and students to achieve objectives and clear up doubts.

All three activities had great acceptance among students. Regardless of their content, Socrative
was perceived as appropriate and as a means of rendering all three sessions more enjoyable than
they would have been without the application. It was also considered appropriate for working in
small groups as it promotes active learning strategies. The use of Socrative in both gamified and
non-gamified activities seems to be perceived as equally relevant regarding its function to review
contents. Gamification elements do not seem to affect content prioritization; they rather impact other
aspects such as motivation.

There were, however, differences in favor of the game-based session, which also implied the longest
use of the tool, and where Socrative obtained the highest mean scores. Comparatively, Socrative was
perceived as even more appropriate for the task; as even more appropriate for working in small groups,
and as rendering the task even more enjoyable when used in gamified than in non-gamified sessions.

Due to their collaborative and cooperative nature, these three experiences were only used as
formative assessment [19], helping each student become aware of their own progress. Nevertheless,
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clickers may well function as a tool for summative assessment. Quiz results, for instance, could count
toward students’ final mark.

Previous research on clickers has noticed an increase in peer discussion and metacognitive
awareness in L2 contexts [35], which our students’ responses seem to confirm. In fact, they were
able to check their own language level and to develop their ability to understand and recall contents,
while ranking them according to relevance. Peer discussion promoted metalinguistic abilities, as
students had to reflect on different reading strategies and the reasons to select the most suitable one for
each kind of reading question.

As already noted [55], teachers should be careful when introducing time-limits and countdowns
in the activities. Questions dealing with time limits received the lowest mean scores in the two sessions
where they were used. They might affect students’ performance during the activity, and consequently,
reduce their perceived satisfaction and learning outcomes.

A plethora of experiences using clickers has been published in recent years. Yet, literature lacks
enough data on which gamification strategies—and to what extent—have an impact on students’
engagement. Obviously and just like with any other resource that we may use to reinforce content
areas which present difficulties among our students, our planning must be tailored to the needs of our
classroom. Other practitioners from related disciplines could design and implement similar activities.
As regards the present study and in order to further confirm that gamification was the key to the
greater acceptance of the application among participants, a future study could involve gamifying the
non-gamified activities herein analyzed, i.e. the collaborative reading task and the lecture.

8. Conclusions

Drawing from the three experiences here described, we fully agree that clickers increase students’
motivation, interactivity [2], participation, satisfaction [12,14], interaction [13], performance and
engagement [4–6]. They are undoubtedly helpful for feedback and formative assessment [14,19]
and encourage collaborative learning [16]. Therefore, the range of uses of clickers, and Socrative in
particular, should not be limited to lectures, as other session types and activities can benefit from the
incorporation of this tool.

However, we differ with those who define clickers as gamification tools [42,43] or consider their
mere use as a means of gamification [29,40,41]. Admittedly, Socrative and other clickers provide
gamification elements such as points or leaderboards, but deliberately including them in the activity
design is a basic requirement in order for an activity to qualify as gamified.

Although our results show that both with and without gamification elements, clickers increase
students’ engagement, there is a significant increase in the extent to which the use of Socrative is
perceived to be enjoyable and appropriate when sessions include points and leaderboards. This confirms
what has been noted by most studies analyzing the use of clickers in Higher Education: The inclusion
of gamified elements can further increase engagement. We thus argue that clickers do not necessarily
equal gamification.
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